In this paper, we report a new design and fabrication of an integrated two-layer phase mask for five-beam holographic fabrication of three-dimensional photonic crystal templates. The phase mask consists of two layers of orthogonally oriented gratings produced in a polymer. The vertical spatial separation between two layers produces a phase shift among diffractive laser beams, which enables the holographic fabrication of interconnected three-dimensional photonic structures. A three-dimensional photonic crystal template was fabricated using the two-layer phase mask and was consistent with simulations based on the five beam interference. The reported method simplifies the fabrication of photonic crystals and is amendable for massive production and chip-scale integration of threedimensional photonic structures. 
Introduction
A photonic crystal is a dielectric medium in which periodic microstructures are formed using high refractive index contrast materials [1, 2] . Since its first introduction in 1987, a large number of applications have been proposed using photonic crystal structures [3] . However, it has been a great challenge to rapidly fabricate large-area and defect-free three-dimensional (3D) photonic crystals at low cost. So far, a number of fabrication techniques such as conventional multilayer stacking of woodpile structures using semiconductor fabrication processes [4] , colloidal self-assembly [5] , and multi-photon direct laser writing [6] , have been employed to produce sub-micron 3D photonic crystals or templates. Holographic lithography based on multi-beam interference has recently been employed to fabricate 3D photonic crystals by exposing a photoresist or polymerizable resin to interference patterns of laser beams [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . This multi-beam interference technique has produced defect free, submicron-scale structures over large substrate areas [8, 9] . Photonic structures are defined in photoresist by isointensity (iso-laser dosage) surfaces of interference patterns [10] . A desired geometrical structure could be obtained by single or multiple exposures [7-9, 11, 12] . The holographic lithography has also been used to produce tunable photonic crystals in a liquid crystal and polymer system [13] , and to demonstrate a chiral microstructure in SU-8 photoresist [14] . In the case of positive resist, the overexposed material is then dissolved away in the postexposure processing. The underexposed region forms a periodic network and acts as a 3D photonic crystal template. For negative photoresists, the underexposed regions can then be selectively removed using a developer while overexposed region becomes polymerized and forms a periodic network for photonic crystal template. The template can then be infiltrated at room temperature with SiO 2 and burned away, leaving behind a daughter "inverse" template [24, 25] . Finally, the daughter template is inverted by infiltration with silicon and selective etching of the SiO 2 [25] . However, fabrication strategies that rely on interference of multiple independent beams have introduced optical complexity when a large number of bulk optical components, such as mirrors, beam splitters, and lenses were used to generate multi-beams. In order to improve the optical setup, diffractive optical elements or phase masks have been introduced to create the interference pattern for the holographic fabrication of photonic crystals [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . When a single beam goes through a diffractive optical element or a phase mask, an interference pattern will be formed behind these optical devices. If designed properly, a single optical element can replace a complex optical setup to generate a desired interference pattern [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . A simple face-centered-cubic structure can be achieved with a single exposure through a twodimensional phase mask [17] . However, such a structure does not lead to a large photonic band gap comparing with the diamond-like structure. The diamond-like structure not only has a large photonic bandgap but also the bandgap is robust to deviations of the structural parameters from their optimum values [22, 26, 27] . Holographic lithography based on four non-coplanar beams can generate diamond-like structures with beams from all 360 o space [27]. Five-beam interference can generate a diamond-like structure with all beams from the same half space [23] .
Although the adaptation of single diffractive optical element has significantly simplified the optical setup to generate three or five interfering laser beams, the formation of diamondlike or woodpile structures requires a well-controlled π-phase difference among diffractive laser beams. To achieve this, the woodpile structures have been produced by two independent laser exposures through a one-dimensional phase mask [18, 19] , in which the π-phase shift was introduced by a physical displacement of the phase mask between two exposures. This precise displacement on the order of 0.1 μm was achieved using a high precision motion stage, which poses a significant fabrication challenge and is susceptible to the mechanic vibration. Another method to achieve the diamond-like or woodpile structure through five interfering beams is to use polarization effect with a configuration consisting of four linearly polarized side beams arranged symmetrically around a circularly polarized central beam [23] .
Chan, et al., have proposed theoretically to "lock" the required phase shift in the mask by fabricating one-dimensional gratings in two layers on the same substrate. The optimized phase shift is determined by the vertical spatial separation between two gratings [21] . Illuminating the phase mask with a normally incident beam produces a five-beam interference pattern which can be used to expose a suitable photoresist and produce a photonic crystal template. One can carefully design the phase mask to manipulate the relations of the interfering beams and thus it can be used to produce photonic crystal templates with diamond-like structures. However no experimental fabrication of such an optical phase mask has been reported to date.
In this paper, we demonstrate an experimental approach to the fabrication of multiplelayer phase mask on a single substrate. The fabricated optical phase mask consisting of two orthogonally oriented gratings has high diffraction efficiencies and generate five-beam interference pattern with a phase relation among the interfering beams. The photonic crystal template is fabricated by exposing a photoresist to the five-beam interference pattern.
Fabrication of two-layer phase mask
One laser beam (532 nm, 60 mW, Coherent Compass laser) was expanded to a size of 10 mm and separated into two beams using a beam-splitter. A parallel fringe is formed when two laser beams overlap. The spacing Λ between the dark (or bright) fringes is determined by the laser wavelength and interference angle θ by the relationship of Λ =λ/(2sinθ). When a photoresist is exposed to the interference pattern and developed, it forms a one-dimensional grating on the substrate. In order to protect the grating formed after laser exposure, liquid crystal was employed to mix with the photoresist. Their inherent phase separation characteristic played a key role in the fabrication of the integrated phase mask described as follows. The photoresist mixtures were similar to a reported formulation (without fatty acid) [28] containing the following components in the specified weight concentrations: dipentaerythritol penta/hexaacrylate (DPHPA) monomer (Aldrich, 65%), BL111 liquid crystal (EMD Chemicals, 25%), a photo initiator rose bengal (0.3%), co-initiator N-phenyl glycine (NPG, 0.5%), chain extender N-vinyl pyrrolidinone (NVP, 9.2%). For the phase mask fabrication, the mixture was spin-coated over a transparent glass slide (Corning) with a typical speed of 4000 rpm for the phase mask fabrication. The thickness of the sample is determined by the spin-coating speed. For such a spin-coating speed of 4000 rpm, the typical thickness of the sample is 3 microns. Due to a well known polymerization-induced phase separation process [28, 29] , the laser exposed sample consists of a periodic distribution of liquid crystal-rich domains, corresponding to the dark regions of the interference pattern, and polymer-rich grating structure. Two laser exposures were performed for the fabrication of phase mask. For the first exposure, two interfering laser beams came from the glass slide side as shown in Fig.  1 and formed the liquid crystal-rich and polymer-rich gratings parallel to the y-direction. The liquid crystal-rich region is much less sensitive to further laser exposure than the polymer-rich region. More laser exposures will induce weak polymerization in the liquid crystal-rich region allowing this region to be washed out during the development. Thus the addition of liquid crystal in the photo-sensitive mixture helps preserve the grating structure produced in the first exposure. The time for first exposure was in the range of 0.5 to 2 seconds. Because the exposure time is short, only the photoresist near the glass-slide (substrate) becomes polymerized. Then the same sample was exposed to the laser interference pattern rotated by 90 degrees and coming from the sample side as shown in the figure. After an exposure in the range of 2 to 4 seconds, a grating parallel to the x-direction is formed. The sample was developed in propylene-glycol-methyl-ether-acetate (PGMEA) (Microchem) for 20 seconds and rinsed in isopropanol. The next lowest order beams are the (±1, ±1) beams. If the phase mask was designed properly, these four beams vanish. The five low order diffracted beams can be described by: where k and ω are the wave vector and angular frequency of the beam, respectively, E is the constant of electric field strength, and δ is the initial phase of the beam. If the initial phases for five beams are the same, the generated interference pattern has face-center-cubic (FCC) or tetragonal (FCT) symmetry [17, 21, 22] . In this study, the initial phases for beams (0, 1) and (0, -1) are the same, but different from those for beams (0, 0), (1, 0), and (-1, 0) , i.e. the δ 1 and δ 2 are different in the above equations. This is a consequence of the optical path difference developed between (0, 0) and (0, 1) (or (0, -1)) when (0, 0) beam goes in straight line while the (0, 1) or (0, -1) travels along a direction with a diffraction angle before further diffracted by second grating, as shown in Fig. 3(a) .
As shown in Fig. 3(b) as an example, when one beam goes through the phase mask, nine diffracted beams can be produced. The beams (1, 0) and (-1, 0) have approximately the same intensity, although the (1, 0) beam spot looks bigger than (-1, 0) caused by a closer distance to the digital camera. Beams (0, 1) and (0, -1) have the same intensity also. The (±1, ±1) beams are very weak and their diffraction angles are larger than the (±1, 0) and (0, ±1) beams. The beam intensities for (0, 1) and (0, -1) modes might be different from those for beams (1, 0), and (-1, 0), depending on the diffraction efficiency. As an example, one of the fabricated phase masks generates beam intensities with a ratio of 1: 0.68: 0.38: 0.13 for (0, 0), (1, 0), (0, 1) and (1, 1), respectively. The diffraction efficiency is determined by the cycle, depth, and period of the grating structure, the polarization direction of the laser, and the laser wavelength [30] . Experimentally the cycle and depth of the grating structure can be controlled through the weight percentage of photo-initiator, the laser exposure time and the sample development time. The period of the grating can be controlled through the interfering angle of the two laser beams. There is a way to compensate the intensity difference during the exposure of the fivebeam interference to the photo-sensitive material. If the polarization of the laser is set to be in [1, 0, 0] direction, the diffracted beams (1, 0) and (-1, 0) have polarization directions in xz plane with an angle relative to x-axis same as the diffraction angle. The diffracted beams (0, 0), (0, 1) and (0, -1) have the same polarization as [1, 0, 0] . E(r, t) in the above Eqs. (1-5) has the amplitude containing both the intensity and polarization. Thus intensity difference can be compensated by the selection of a polarization for the interference of above five beams when calculating the dot product of two beams.
Single-beam, single exposure fabrication of photonic crystal template
Using a one-dimensional phase mask, two exposures of the sample to the interference pattern were required to produce a 3D photonic crystal [18] . Using a two-dimensional phase mask, one exposure can produce a 3D photonic crystal [17] . With the two-layer (3D) phase mask produced in this work, not only can one produce a 3D photonic crystal by a single beam and single exposure, but also can introduce the phase shift of the interfering beams. Incorporation of the phase shift for (0, 1) and (0, -1) beams is necessary for the fabrication of 3D photonic crystals with a large photonic band gap [21] .
The lab-fabricated phase mask was used to generate a 3D photonic crystal template in the photoresist mixture with a similar formulation to that described above except that the liquid crystal was omitted. The mixture contains (DPHPA) monomer (84.9 %), rose bengal (0.4 %), NPG (0.8 %), NVP (13.9 %). The mixture was spin-coated on the glass slide substrate at a speed of 1000 rpm. The thickness is approximately 15 micron. The phase mask generated beam intensities with a ratio of 1: 0.68: 0.38: 0.13 for (0, 0), (1, 0), (0, 1) and (1, 1), respectively. The exposure laser has a wavelength of 532 nm with a polarization in the xdirection [1, 0, 0] . As shown in Fig. 4(a) , the photonic crystal template can be fabricated in the photoresist by the single beam and single exposure method using the phase mask. The photoresist was placed in a location where five and only five beams overlap and generate the interference pattern. The exposure time was 60 seconds. The exposed photoresist was developed in PGMEA. Figure 4(b) shows a large-scale SEM of the fabricated photonic crystal template. From the theory, the period of the structure in Fig. 4(b) should be the same as the grating period of the phase mask. The measured average period by SEM is approximately 1.02 μ m, compared with the measured grating period of 1.06 μ m in Fig. 2(b) . Figure 4(c) clearly shows a 3D feature of the fabricated structure. The detailed feature of the SEM can be simulated as shown as an insert in Fig. 4(c) . The grating period of 1.06 micron was used for the simulation. The beam intensities were set with the values we have measured above, namely, the ratio of beam intensity was set to be 1: 0.68:0.68:0.38:0.38 for (0, 0), (1, 0), (-1, 0), (0, 1), (0, -1) and (1, 1) . The polarization of the incident laser was set in the [1, 0, 0] direction. After the diffraction, the polarization for (0, 0), (0, 1) and (0, -1) beams was set in the [1, 0, 0] direction. For (1, 0) and (-1, 0) beams, polarization directions were chosen in xz plane with an angle of 31 degrees relative to x-axis. The maximum phase shift (δ 1 -δ 2 ) was estimated to be 0.47π based on the sample thickness of 3 microns. A phase shift of 0.35π (δ 1 -δ 2 =0.35π) between the group of (0, 1) and (0, -1) beams and the group of (0, 0), (1, 0) , and (-1, 0) beams can simulate the fabricated structure in Fig. 4(c) (see the insert for the simulation). Figure 4(d) shows the 3D view of above simulated structure. As we have stated early, the incorporation of the phase shift for (0, 1) and (0, -1) beams is necessary for the fabrication of the diamond-like structure. If the phase shift is zero, the low-intensity isointensity surface of the five-beam interference looks like spheroid-type FCC or FCT structure as shown in Fig. 4(e) . Such a structure is not interconnected and thus is not stable. Under high laser dosage, the structure is interconnected but there is diminished accessibility for the solvent to wash out regions of low intensity exposure. Figure 4 (f) shows a SEM of a fabricated FCT structure in SU-8 photoresist under a high laser dosage with a phase shift of zero (the detail of the fabrication in SU-8 will be reported elsewhere). The fabricated structure is in good agreement with a simulated intensity pattern of the interference as shown as an insert in Fig. 4(f) . Compared Fig. 4(c) with Fig. 4(f) , it is very clear that the fabricated structure through the two layer phase mask is totally different from the fabricated structure with zero phase shift. With a phase shift of 0.2 π, the spheroids start to interconnect and form diamond-like structure as shown in Fig. 4(g) . The perfect phase shift is 0.5 π. With such a phase shift, the interference pattern has a diamond-like structure as reported in reference 21. The fact that the fabricated structure through the two-layer phase mask can be simulated by an interference pattern with a phase shift and is totally different from the fabricated structure with zero phase shift, indicates that there is the phase shift among beams generated by the two-layer phase mask.
Discussion and summary
The described method solved the optical alignment problem that one has faced using two separate one-dimensional phase masks [18] . Alignment of the two interference patterns in 3D space proved difficult in the production of the wood-pile type photonic crystal [18] . This work solves the previously encountered difficulties, because using two-beam interference for the fabrication of the phase mask, there is no issue of alignment as long as the sample is rotated by 90 degrees for the second exposure. Furthermore optical alignment is no longer a concern for the fabrication of the photonic crystal template using the phase mask through single beam and single exposure holographic lithography.
Once the optimal directions, amplitudes, polarizations, and phases are determined, a twolayer phase mask can be designed and fabricated to yield the optimal diffraction condition for the holographic fabrication. The integration of the two-layer phase mask on a single substrate represents a significant improvement toward mass production of 3D photonic structures. Since the two-layer mask can be readily integrated with multiple-layer amplitude mask based IC fabrication, the proposed approaches also provide an avenue for chip-scale integration of the 3D photonic devices with other lightwave and electronic circuit elements.
In summary, we have demonstrated experimentally, for the first time to our best knowledge, the fabrication of a two-layer integrated phase mask consisting of two orthogonally oriented gratings. The phase mask was made by double exposure of the photoresist to the laser interference pattern. The phase separation between liquid crystal and the polymer helps preserve the grating produced in the first exposure. The phase relation among the diffracted beams from the phase mask can be manipulated for the generation of a photonic crystal with a large photonic band gap. The photonic crystal template has been fabricated by single-exposure, single-beam, optical interference lithography through the single integrated phase mask.
